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Campbell, Calif., and London, U.K. (PRWEB UK) 19 April 2017 -- Nexsan™, a global leader in redefining
unified storage, today announced it will be showcasing its leading hyper-unified storage portfolio at IP Expo
Manchester on 26-27th April 2017. Nexsan will be attending the show with three partners, NCE (#P410),
Epaton (#N334) and Commtech (#M274) and experts will be on hand to discuss the latest developments in
next-generation storage.

Nexsan will be discussing both Unity, the industry’s first hyper-unified storage array, and the newly announced
Nexsan Unity Active Archive, designed for the long-term retention of data. Nexsan’s Unity combines the
performance, scalability, universal connectivity, and the value of DRAM and flash with enterprise file sync and
share to meet the dynamic requirements of today’s connected world. Nexsan Unity Active Archive integration
allows Unity to automatically archive unstructured data with policy-based guidelines into this secure, hardened
archive.

Gary Watson, Nexsan’s Founder and VP of Technical Engagement, will present a talk that looks at how to
tackle ransomware on April 27th at 12:00pm BST. Titled, To pay or not to pay, that is the question: How to
tackle ransomware. Gary will explain how organisations can keep both data and reputation safe without paying
any ransom. The seminar will take place in the Cyber Hack Theatre.

Further details below:

Event: IP Expo Manchester
Date: 26-27th April 2017
Location: Manchester Central (Manchester, UK)
Booth numbers: NCE #P410, Epaton #N344, Commtech #M274
Learn more and register here: http://www.ipexpomanchester.com/
Tweet This: Looking forward to @GaryMWatson @Nexsan discuss #ransomware at IP Expo Manchester on
April 26

About Nexsan
Nexsan™ is leading the way in redefining unified storage. The company has been at the forefront in developing
world-class storage technologies that are focused on the critical needs of our customers. Nexsan Unity™ is one
of the first enterprise-class unified storage solutions to incorporate secure file sync and share in a single
platform. Nexsan Assureon™ delivers secure archive storage for the most compliant of industries and our
renowned E-Series is the storage backbone of many data centres around the world due to its high performance,
reliable, high density storage. Nexsan is headquartered in Campbell, CA. For more information, please visit:
www.nexsan.com.
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Contact Information
Jenny Gallacher
Touchdown PR
+44 1252 717040

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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